Farmers Screen Initial Questionnaire
This form is designed to gather preliminary information that will help FCA to determine
how we can best serve your particular organization. The information will be confidential
and will not be released to another party without your permission. If this information is
provided to a government agency, it will no longer be confidential. We realize that some
of the requested information may not be available, however providing as much information as possible early in the process will help us to save time and money for our organization and yours.
1. Organization name (owner of water right)
2. Is there more than one water user? If yes, how many?
3. Public or privately held?
4. Contact name and title
5. Address, phone, fax, email, web address

6. Location of diversion to be screened (city, county, state, water source diverting
from, GPS coordinates if available)
7. Is the diversion on private or public land? If public, is it local, state, or federal?
8. Is the diversion currently screened and if so, what type of screen? Is it working?
And, what problems have you encountered with the screen?
9. Does the diversion currently have a headgate?
10. Is there a dam associated with the diversion?
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11. How is the water conveyed from the water source to the screen location? (canal or pipe)
12. Is there a hydroelectric project associated with this diversion?
13. Has a site survey been completed? If so, can you supply the
survey?
14. What is the gradient in the conveyance (% slope)?
15. What is the gradient in the river or stream to be diverted from?
16. Basin, sub-basin located in:
17. Name of Watershed Group and Water Conservation District?
17. Water right (quantity, type of use, permit number, and date):
19. What is the maximum quantity of water diverted? How was this determined
(estimate, gauging station, etc.)?
20. What is the minimum quantity of water diverted? How was this determined?
21. At any time during the year do you take 100% of the available water?
22. At any time of the year do you have difficulty getting your water right?
23. Is there stream flow data available?
24. Is water diverted year round?
25. What are your high and low water temperatures during the year? Do you ever
experience freezing issues while diverting?
26. Do you have sediment, debris, or algae problems at this site? If so, what times
of the year are of concern? Any details available will be helpful in determining
scope of the project.
27. Is the diverted water transported in a canal or is it piped? This information
helps with the initial design process.
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28. Who do you work with at the state and federal agencies? (ODFW, DSL, USFW,
Forest Service, NOAA Fisheries, etc.). FCA has positive relationships with all of the
applicable agencies and will assist your organization in obtaining permits and in
working for a positive outcome for all parties.

29. Are you interested in applying for grant funding and if so would you like FCA
to apply on your behalf? Grant funding is dependent on many factors including
species of fish present and the presence of threatened or endangered species. If
you feel comfortable sharing information about all species present, we can use the
information to determine what grant funds your organization might be eligible for.
If an agency has taken an enforcement action against your organization, it would
be important to disclose this information now because it has a large impact on the
funding available for your project.

Please return the completed questionnaire to:
Les Perkins
fca
14 Oak Street, Suite 302
Hood River, OR 97031
Email: les.perkins@fcasolutions.org
Questions: 541.490.4062
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